insensible to the desire of distinction, perfectly unconscious of the value of time & of proper industry, & secure in the prosperity of college prize legs, find their recovery among those the stated attendance, imperceptible to all the instincts we can present.

1. The second defect to which I shall allude grows in part out of the efforts made to correct the first. The cultivation of young men to boys to the same kind of discipline is almost certain to be attended with mortification to the disciplinary and irritation and alienation on the part of the young men. The general insensibility of boys to moral sanctions to such discipline is short as would be for years, probably successful with young men, compels the faculty to a stricter enforcement of what authority they have, than would be otherwise needed. To that from a deficiency of authority is added the case, I form a necessary stricture, the enforcement of which they have at the other, a failure of wholesome effect in the consequence is both cases. The young men are alienated by as discipline, of which they cannot understand the instance - while the boys soon detect its insufficiency & let at through its requisitions. Days learning Latin & Greek as in the case with our boys & the elementary parts of mathematics, weigh lower efforts to be in school under the immediate eye of the master. I am persuaded that in these cases out of face they will not otherwise apply half the requisite amount of labour on their lessons. Young men entering on the higher branches of science if they had had thorough instruction in the elements.